Maths-We will build on our skills and develop our fluency

Science - We will develop our scientific skills

English

with facts about numbers:

whilst learning about:
• Seasonal change- Autumn/Winter
(Geography link)
• Everyday materials

As well as Phonics, Spelling, Grammar and Punctuation
lessons we will:
• Reading a variety of books-both fiction and
non-fiction
• Write from memory simple sentences
dictated by the teacher
• Create simple sentences linked to a theme
• Explore different varieties of text including:
Lists, newspaper reports, diary entries,
posters and instructions
• Learn and recite autumn poems
• Role play scenes from our favourite stories

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Count to 20 forwards and backwards and from any given
number
Read and write numbers to 20 in numerals and words
Identify and represent number using objects and
pictorial representations
Add and subtract a 1 digit number including 0 using
concrete, then pictorial and then numerical
representations
Represent and use number bonds to 10
Recognise, understand and use +, - and = signs
Begin to solve simple word problems involving addition
and subtraction
Recognise and name common 2D and 3D shapes

Computing – We will:
• Become more independent when using
computing devices whilst following the
Rising Stars Computing curriculum

Geography-We will:
•
•
•
•

PSHE - Jigsaw

Identify seasonal and Daily weather patterns in
the UK (science link)
Use maps and Atlases to identify the UK and its
countries
Learn and use simple compass directions
Identify human and physical features of our world

•
•

•

2nd half term — Celebrating difference

•
•

1st half term: Exploring Sounds
2nd half term: Exploring Duration

Religious Education

Compare aspects of life, identifying similarities
and differences
Understand the difference between things that
have happened in the past and in the present
Look at documents and sort them into then and
now

DT-We will:
• Design, make and evaluate a range of different

1st half term — Being Me

Music

History-We will:
•

•

Art -We will:
•

creations
•

Develop a wide range of art and design

•

Our focus for R.E. will be comparing Judaism
and Christianity. We will explore how each
religion celebrates festivals.

•

Apex Sports will be taking Year 1’s PE this

PE

techniques using colour (tinting, shading,

term. They have planned a variety of lessons

colour mixing)

around Games, Dance and Gymnastics.

Look at various artists and their work.

Year 1
Autumn Term 2018
Welcome back to another exciting year of learning!
Our topic focus for this term is London on Fire! We will be exploring
England’s capital city and many famous events that have a link to fire
including, The Great Fire of London, Bonfire Night and The Blitz.
If you have any resources, books or artefacts which you feel would
enhance our work, we would really appreciate borrowing them! Please
ensure they are named. I have attached a copy of the overview of the
term so that you can see some of what we will be learning in Year 1, find
more details on our weekly newsletter.
Mrs Dunk and the Year 1 team

